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HIGH W I N D  A T

1 H E  wind is tearing through the town 
w / l  A nd  beating all the gaslights dtnun 

A nd  slamming garden gates.

rf The little children in their beds, 
s| hear it booming o'er their heads

A nd  shaking all the house.
r

The nursery hearth-brands, burning blue,
Are drawn right up the chimney flue 

A nd  all the sky is sparks!

A nd  cats that have no fear o f nighty
They stay beside the window lights 

A nd coiver in the door.

The lonely watchman in the streets,
He calls to every one he meets,

A nd  never gets reply;

His words are slapped back on his teethe
He hasn't breath to track the thief 

A nd  houses w ill be robbed!

The wind may snatch what e'er he please;
He baffs and breaks the garden trees,

A nd no one dare say “ stop l  ” f

I  wish that I  was big and free
A nd  then the w ind would play with me;
A n d  if  my folks would let me In,

I 'd  stay out doors all night f



HE D E S ER T E D  I S L A N D

'i£&tK232Sv!!£ FRIEND of mine is curiously ham- 
bS K ^ . 1  pered by a limitation precluding him

from association with any one conversant 
with the details of the manufacture of 
cold-drawn wire. That this self-imposed 
abstinence may indicate a most 
charming devotion to an ideal rarely 

shown by the commonplace, is the subject of this thesis, and 
that, too, despite the fact that an indiscriminating exten
sion of the same principle of my friend’s policy would 
lead the radical to eschew the society of most of his 
acquaintances, as well as bar out the whole domain of 
didactic literature.

When the day is done, and that enticing hour is come for 
which some spend their waking hours in anticipation, to 
those that can appreciate, the curtain of the dark arises, 
and, within the theatre of the night is played strange 
comedies. To a select performance I invite all uninitiated, 
for I know but few who have enjoyed the drama of the 
Deserted Island — the perfect and satisfactory employment 
for the minutes that elapse after retiring, and before the 
anchor is weighed, and the voyage has begun upon the Sea 
of Dreams.

There are, undoubtedly, more than I am aware who 
are happy enough to maintain deserted islands of their 
own,— many more, perhaps, than would confess to the 
possession. To some, the history may be well under way ; 
they have long since discovered their island, and many 
improvements have already been successfully completed. 
Others, more adventurous, handicapped by stricter limita
tions, and more meagre outfit, are still struggling with the 
primal demands of food and shelter. But to those whose 
imagination has never put so far out to sea, and would 
welcome this modest diversion, I would advise an expedition 
•of discovery this very night..



AS A  M E N I A L  TEST:

Authorities differ widely as to the allowable equipment 
for the occupancy of their sequestered territory. 1 , myself, 
hold that it is manifestly unfair to be provided with tools _ 
of any sort; to have a knife, now, I would call cheating ; 
surely the only legitimate beginning is to be vomited upon 
the beach stark naked from the sea after some fearful 
shipwreck in midocean. Then, after years of occupancy, 
a man might taste the pride of his own resources, unfettered 
by any legacy inherited from civilization.

Settle this point as you may the conditions of the game 
once understood, the problems to be solved will be large 
enough for your ingenuity. The whole history of science 
is to be re-enacted.

I have a friend who arrived upon the scene in an open 
boat containing a keg of water, a crowbar, pruning knife, a 
red silk handkerchief and a woman’s petticoat; and with 
these promiscuous accessories has in the course of years 
transformed the place, which now boasts a stone castle en
tirely habitable. His island is about two miles long and a 
half mile wide—much too narrow for_comfort, I assert,— 
the proportions should be about five by three, with one 
dominant hill from which the whole territory can be sur
veyed. ^

My friend’s first night was spent in a palm tree, from a 
groundless fear of wild animals, and the petticoat was sub
sequently fashioned into ropes, used principally to raise his 
home-made flag—an ill-contrived thing that never flew 
well anyhow.

But the owner of the other island, he of the cold-drawn 
wire, boldly asserts rights to a half dozen laborers—pre
sumably natives,—and with this force at his disposal has 
done wonders with his fief. Glass has been manufactured, 
fabrics woven, ore smelted, and fine roads constructed, so 
that there now remains nothing to be desired but bicycles 
upon which he and his slaves may traverse the highways. 
But in vain his unskilled assistants look to him for



PRE-H YPN OT IC REVERIES,

advice—rack his wits as he may—he can devise no adequate 
system of making- cold-drawn wire, and he is beginning to 
lose caste with his followers.

Now, at first sight, one might think it was only necessary 
for him to consult an encyclopaedia, or visit some iron 
mills, yet this course is strictly barred out by the rules of 
the game, which compels one to use only such information 
as comes naturally to hand,—for one is likely to be cast 
ashore upon a deserted island at any time, and it is then 
too late for the research and education that has been before 
neglected. With any ingenious fellow who has his own 
amateur ideas on the subject, one may talk freely; such an 
one could indeed play the part of one of the most intelligent 
natives, but all that really know whereof they speak are to 
be avoided; and the problem of the cold-drawn wire is,
I believe, still unsolved.

There are also many books, that are dangerous when 
used for reference. The Crusoes would so surfeit one with 
information that the game would be up. Foul Play is also 
taboo, and one must rest on what his youth has digested 
of its multitudinous recipes.

I know of one artist who, free on. this enchanted spot, 
has naturally turned his energies to those diverting pursuits 
for which his studio leaves no time, and builds gigantic rock 
mosaics upon the cliffs, from the many-colored boulders 
on the beach. Luxuries are his only necessities, even 
in his daily life, and the enormity of his trifling on this 
holiday playground is a thing at which to wonder. His 
art, so used to a censorship of nature in his professional 
mimicries, goes here boldly forth, and so mends, prunes, 
and patches the aspect of his island, that the place is now, 
he says, absolutely perfect, a consummation’ not altogether 
discreditable to a nude, nearsighted man, whose eyeglasses 
were washed off before he arrived on the spot.

The possibility and the possibilities of a shipwreck & deux 
are not discussable in this brief memoir; they offer specu
lations too broad for these discreet pages, and are best left



OF OQLD-DRAWN W i k K

to the exclusion of a private audience. I might point out, 
however, as the chiefest desideratum, the salvation of the 
sense of humor — that solvent of so many of our miseries, 
curiously dependent for development upon social relations, 
for .one would doubtless take himself rather seriously, m 
absolute solitude, and would soon forget to laugh.

But choose your company carefully, I entreat you, if 
you are not soberly minded to be shipwrecked alone. I 
know of people with whom if I were cast ashore, there could 
be no end not tragic, albeit these are highly respectable 
and praiseworthy individuals, who never did me harm 
except in that trick of manner by which we recognize the 
bore. I am olten inclined to test others’ merit by per
mitting them a short visit on my island, but the hazard is 
too great, and the thought of the possibility of their foot
prints upon the sand unnerves me.

Yet, to a distant member of this fantastic archipelago, I 
seriously consider consigning certain impossible acquaint
ances, absolutely intolerable personalities, whose probable 
fate, forced to endure each other’s society, interests me 
beyond words. Upon one side of this far-away retreat 
rises a steep cliff, overhanging the sea, and here, I behold 
in imagination one after another of these marooned unfor
tunates pushed headlong over the slope, as, unable to 
support the society of his companions each has in turn, by 
some strategem, lured his hated accomplice in misery to the 
summit of the bluff.

But of one island I have not yet spoken. I can get no 
description of it, save that it. lies sleeping in the summer 
sun, washed by the sapphire tides and fanned by the cool 
south winds, its olive slopes rising softly from the beach, 

"marked by a grove of fruit trees at the crest. More, the 
owner will not tell, for she says there is no use for a 
deserted island after it is charted; but by these signs I 
shall know the place, and my trees are felled and my sails 
are plaited that shall yet bear me over toward the south-

! APROPOS





CHANT:-ROYAL OF ROMANCE THAT IS 
NOT DEAD:

OM ANCE is dead, say some, and so to-day 
Honor and Chivalry are faint and cold; 

And now Adventure has no modern way 
To stir our blood, as in the days of old. 

They mourn the day of Chivalry as done, 
Knighthood has seen the setting of its sun, 

That fairy, nymph and genie, grown too shy}
No more in these new days hold revels high;

There lives no Mystery now, and they cry woe 
To this old world, so hoisted and awry.

Romance is dead, say some,— but 1 say nol

Haroun al-Raschid, so the sceptics say,
Would seek in vain for sights his Book has told— 

Crusoe could find no island fa r  away
Enough, his life with glamour to e?ifold—

Ulysses now might rove, nor fear to run 
The risk of perils Homer’s fable spun;
And Hiawatha!s white canoe would try 
In vain to find some beach, whence to descry

The whilom hunting-grounds he would not know. 
Gone are the Halcyon Days, they sadly sigh.

Romance is dead\ say some,— but I  say no l

Not while the ancient Sea casts%p its spray 
Upon the laughing beach, and I  behold 

The myriad twinkling ripples of the bay 
Speed out to meet the sunset's robe of gold.

Not while a sail on that fa r  horizon 
Whispers of voyage ending or begun.
Not while the mountains lift unto the sky 
Their secret fastnesses, and forests vie

With winds and mists, with sunshine and with snow, 
And murmuring streams to rustling fields reply. * 

Romance is dead say some,—4>ut 1 say no!



TO L A D T  BROOKE, THE QUEEN OF 
BORNEO:

Not while the Night preserves her mystic sway,
And conjures in the haunted wood and wold 

, Her eerie shadows, fanciful and fey,
With priests of Darkness, pale and somber-stoled.

Not while upon the Sea of. Dreams is won 
Strange ventures, escapades a?idfrolie fun ,—
Where tricksy phantoms, whimsically sly,
Order your deeds, you know not how nor why,

Where Reason, Wit and Conscience drunken go. 
Have you e'er dreamed, a?id still can question? Fie! 

Romance is dead, say some,— hut I  say no!

Not while Youth lives, and Springtime bids be gay;
Not while Love blooms, and lovers dare be bold;

Not while a poet sings his roundelay,
And men by maiden:' kisses are cajoled.

You have not seen her—or you, too, would shun 
The thought that in this world Romance there's none, 
For O, my Love, has power to beautify 
My whole life long, and all its charm supply,—

My love, my youth, my dreams, to her 1 owe!
And so, ye scornful cynics, 1 deny; —

Romance is dead, say some,— but I  say no!

ENVOY.

God, keep my youth and love alive, that I  
, May wonder at this world until I  die;

Let sea and mountain speak to me, that so 
Waking or sleeping, I  may fight the lie; —

Romance is dead, say some,— but I  say no!

/



E XTR ACT S FROM A D V A N C E  SHEETS:

[P a r t  IV . Quantity and Accent.]
RULE r 83. The rhythm [cf. Part n. g 35. i.] of a poem 

should determine the correct quantity and accent of the 
words used in the poem. [Cf. Part 11. g 28. 14 (b),]

JSaTObs. W ords should be pronounced in accordance with the qaamiky of 
poetic feet [cf. PaTt I. g i. i (a).] employed in the rhythm.

Example:—
When hg de|camped thSy discovered th£ | deficit.

(Not deficit.)
Exercise:—̂ Scan the following:

Methought as I dreamt, on this very night sevennight 
I saw all the people, who, false to each tenet 
Of euphony, gentle Orthoepy slaughter,
Bedraggle, disfigure, draw, mangle, and quarter,
As calmly as did the Venician bravadoes,
In gondola swift as a bird of Barbadoes,
Bifurcate the jugular vein of some lover,
From Milan or Modena, come to discover
If maids of Venitzia complaisance offer
To mischievous Love when of hearts he makes proffer.
Poor harassed proponent, so helplessly docile,
Accept the condolence of every apostle 
Of Erato, who for your canons would wrestle 
With lingual pretense in “ adept” or imbecile;
The impious, who would profane the latria,
And seek but to aggrandize sprightly Thalia.
Her sister sheds tears from her eyes violascent,
Deploring the sacrilege done to the nascent 
Allegiance to laws that are more than inchoate,
Now rent like the victims of Magyar or Croat.
Incensed at the pageant that traversed my vision,
A mirage of millions all ripe for occision,
With mind to extirpate, I rushed on your foemen 
And spitted each one through his flaccid abdomen;
But when there arose from each silent cadaver 
A gibbering ghost to resume the palaver,
Awaking, I knew that my efforts were frustrate 
And so I am moved certain wrongs to illustrate.



«<THE VERSIF IER ’S VADE-M EC UM :”

[Part X. French Forms. The Rondeau.]
RULE 5 0 0 . Avoid excessive alliteration [cf. Part vi. gs.j 

and mixed metaphor. [Cf. Part vi. g 40.]

Example of error:

In formal garb are geared these subtle songs —
Prim prigs of poesy, tight-triced with thongs

Of law — frail fops of verse — vain voyagers —
(Of rhymes the Incroyables and Precieuses)

That flow from flaccid France in threatening throngs 
Until each reckless rhymester limply longs 
To taste a tiny tang of what belongs

To British bards, and not to the jongleurs :
Informal garb.

*T is well that naught our agony prolongs 
When, from the pointed and prolific prongs 

Of poetaster’s pens, cramped characters 
Have filled the fettering frames in sepulchers 

Of Sense, where Poetry proclaims her wrongs
In formal garb.

[ibid. The Triolet.]
RULE 65 . The refrain [cf. Part vm. $ 6,7 and *3.] of the 

triolet should not be a mere poetical vermiform appendix.
Example:

This extra rule for Triolets,
(Those tantalizing little lays)

’T is not among our metric debts 
This extra rule for Triolets:
Repeated lines should cap the sets

And never should begin them, says 
This extra rule for triolets

(Those tantalizing little lays).
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“A  SH ORT  SENTENCE; 9 SA ID  V IV E T T R ;  
“A N D  A  J U S T  o n e ; 9 S A ID  I.

Y day I am not inclined to be over- 
\ modest, but in my dream I seemed 
i to be endowed with a shyness and 
\ sensitiveness, entirely consistent with 
\ the adoration I felt for Dianeme. She 
> understood my devotion perfectly,
» and indeed knew its limits better even 

. than I, and her attitude was kind and gracious, putting 
me at ease, without attempting to draw me out.

The garden was filled with guests, and at the long table 
where I sat beside her, were several whose conversation 
did not interest me, until I heard his name suddenly 
spoken. I was furtively watching Dianeme’s beautiful 
face, and at the sound her eyes fell, and did not rise again 
until the end. I looked up and saw him on the edge of the 
company,— his hat lifted to now one and now another 
acquaintance as he approached.

As our neighbors gossiped in undertones of his long 
absence and recent return, her face flushed and grew set 
again. They spoke of the jilt that had deceived him and 
how hard he had taken it. She fretted uneasily with the glass 
in her hand. Her eyes never left the table, but I knew she 
felt his presence as he grew nearer. I had never heard the 
story as they told it, but now I read shame, regret, and 
yes, love too, in her face as they talked unconsciously of the 
girl’s part in it, and a great desire to help her came to me.

He was now at the next table. With her eyes still 
fixed, she leaned to me ever so slightly and whispered, 
i Go home/” And I understood.

I rose as naturally as I might, mumbled a few apologies 
and withdrew. He had reached our place and was being 
introduced to the party one by one, and as I reached the 
house I turned, and saw them meet. At last Dianeme 
lifted her eyes and greeted him. He seemed to ask a 
question; then, as I had hoped, he took my vacant chair.



I f  the Streets were filled with ,

JIrhat d ' you s'*pose that you would Do

In the morning you'd be stuck in Tight!
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